G6 headlight

Find top-notch Pontiac G6 headlight replacements at competitive prices here at CarParts.
Manufactured by the most trusted names in the industry, our headlights come in different colors
and finishes. Enjoy fast shipping when you shop from us. Check out our high-quality Pontiac
GC headlights below! The headlight assembly is one of the most frequently used parts in your
Pontiac G6, especially at night or when driving in low-visibility areas. It allows you to see
through the road and consequently prevent meeting accidents. Unfortunately, due to its
location, it is bound to get damaged especially by road debris and weather elements. It can also
fail when assembly components wear out. Here are some of the telltale signs of a bad Pontiac
G6 headlight assembly:. Possible reasons for dimming are a burned-out bulb, a bad ground,
and dirty lens. Check these components before anything else. If you find that the bulb has
reached its end or is damaged, replace it. If there is a bad ground, which is often a product of
rusty bulb terminals or loose wiring, you may simply brush the terminals or change the bulb.
Dirty lens could easily be cleaned or restored. Sometimes, it could be due to problems in the
electrical system of your vehicle, especially when multiple car accessories and devices are
being used all at the same time. There may be improper distribution or insufficient supply of
power by the battery or alternator. Measure the current in these parts using a voltmeter.
Sometimes, moisture builds up inside the headlight lens, which could be indicative of a leak.
First, inspect the surface of your headlight lens and headlight housing for cracks. Usually, water
enters through these small fractures, eventually starting elecrical issues in your headlight
assembly. Remove the headlight from the vehicle when fixing cracks. Then, make sure to let the
inside dry up before proceeding with the repair. It is important to eliminate every drop of
moisture in the headlight. Afterwards, seal the cracks with epoxy. Finally, consider using a
silicone spray on the headlight bulb gasket. It will aid in making the gasket supple enough,
ensuring a tight seal. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
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ways to improve the looks of the G6 and one of them are the front headlights. Changing your
headlights with better-looking units will not only improve the looks in the front end, but it can
also improve visibility in the night. The G6 is an older model by now and installing HID or
full-LED headlights will make a lot of difference, turning every night into a day. Some Pontiac G6
models have a problem with the wiring harness, which melts due to the excessive heat the
bulbs produce. In those circumstances, it is best to replace the wiring as well, possibly a
higher-quality aftermarket one. Through its production time, the Pontiac G6 uses two bulbs in
the headlights â€” one for the low beam and one for the high beam. For the low beam, you
should be looking for H9 bulbs, while for the high beam you should be looking for H11 bulbs.
These will not only have a brighter light, but they also last longer and generally reimburse the
higher price. However, if you want even brighter lights that will last even longer, then HID bulbs
are the best choice. Thankfully, today there are a lot of different headlights available for the
Pontiac G6, most of which have projectors that use the HID bulbs to their fullest capacity. The
best option is to upgrade the headlight assembly with full LED headlights. They are also much
more powerful and direct the light better. In other words, you will have better visibility in the
night, while other drivers will not be blinded by your headlights. The best of both worlds. Most
custom aftermarket headlights come with LED strips built-in, which make the G6 more visible
even during the day. These are generally inexpensive, but you should have experience in wiring
and installing new equipment on your vehicle. We recommend changing the headlight bulbs at a
proper mechanic, but if you still want to do it yourself, here are the steps needed:. Consultant in
the area of automotive lighting solutions. Terms and Conditions - Privacy Policy. How to
upgrade the headlights on the G6? Pontiac G6 light bulbs replacement guide. The Pontiac G6's
usually don't have to be adjusted, as they are preset at the factory before being sold. However,
if certain conditions occur, such as an accident or headlight replacement, then it is possible
that the headlights will need to be aligned. Pontiac recommends that you take it to a licensed

dealership to have this service done, but you can do so at home with minimal fuss. Park the
vehicle on a level surface, 25 feet from a flat wall. Make sure the vehicle is parked perpendicular
to the wall, and that the G6 is approximately the same weight as when it is operating-- that is,
make sure it's not loaded down in the trunk with extra weight, or over the car with snow or mud.
The vehicle should have a full tank of gas, and a person that weighs the same as the normal
operator of the vehicle, should be in the front seat usually that is measured at pounds. Find the
"aim dot" on the headlight. The aim dot will be a small dot in the center of the headlights. As the
headlights for a G6 are broken up into three separate lights in one casing, the aim dot will be in
the center of the middle light. Measure the distance from the ground to the aim dot with your
measuring tape. Take note of the distance. Measure the same distance from step three, up the
face of the flat wall in front of the car. Mark off the height, directly in front of the car, with
electrical tape. Open the hood and turn on the low-beam headlights. You will notice that the
headlights shine at the wall, and you can determine if they are aligned by where they fall in
relation to the tape that you put down in step 3. Find the vertical headlamp aiming screws. They
are located on top of each of the headlamp assemblies, under the hood. They will look like
screws, but you need to use an allen wrench to adjust them. Turn the vertical aiming screw with
the 6 mm hex key. Do so until the beam of the headlamp is below the tape line from step 3. The
top edge of the beam should be situated so that it is roughly two inches below the tape mark.
Do the same series of steps for the opposite headlight, adjusting it to the proper positioning as
well. Step 1 Park the vehicle on a level surface, 25 feet from a flat wall. Step 2 Find the "aim dot"
on the headlight. Step 3 Measure the same distance from step three, up the face of the flat wall
in front of the car. Step 4 Open the hood and turn on the low-beam headlights. Step 5 Find the
vertical headlamp aiming screws. Step 6 Turn the vertical aiming screw with the 6 mm hex key.
Find top-notch Pontiac G6 headlight replacements at competitive prices here at CarParts.
Manufactured by the most trusted names in the industry, our headlights come in different colors
and finishes. Enjoy fast shipping when you shop from us. Check out our high-quality Pontiac
GC headlights below! The headlight assembly is one of the most frequently used parts in your
Pontiac G6, especially at night or when driving in low-visibility areas. It allows you to see
through the road and consequently prevent meeting accidents. Unfortunately, due to its
location, it is bound to get damaged especially by road debris and weather elements. It can also
fail when assembly components wear out. Here are some of the telltale signs of a bad Pontiac
G6 headlight assembly:. Possible reasons for dimming are a burned-out bulb, a bad ground,
and dirty lens. Check these components before anything else. If you find that the bulb has
reached its end or is damaged, replace it. If there is a bad ground, which is often a product of
rusty bulb terminals or loose wiring, you may simply brush the terminals or change the bulb.
Dirty lens could easily be cleaned or restored. Sometimes, it could be due to problems in the
electrical system of your vehicle, especially when multiple car accessories and devices are
being used all at the same time. There may be improper distribution or insufficient supply of
power by the battery or alternator. Measure the current in these parts using a voltmeter.
Sometimes, moisture builds up inside the headlight lens, which could be indicative of a leak.
First, inspect the surface of your headlight lens and headlight housing for cracks. Usually, water
enters through these small fractures, eventually starting elecrical issues in your headlight
assembly. Remove the headlight from the vehicle when fixing cracks. Then, make sure to let the
inside dry up before proceeding with the repair. It is important to eliminate every drop of
moisture in the headlight. Afterwards, seal the cracks with epoxy. Finally, consider using a
silicone spray on the headlight bulb gasket. It will aid in making the gasket supple enough,
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Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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